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1. Introduction 

Multi-instance learning (MIL) has served as an important tool

for a wide range of applications in pattern recognition and com-

puter vision, for instance, in drug activity prediction, text classi-

fication, image classification, object detection, and visual tracking,

while understanding big visual data in mobile internet is a more

recent trend. Though supervised learning methods, such as deep

convolutional neural network, have made tremendous progress

in many large-scale visual recognition tasks, the major bottle-

neck in their application is their heavy reliance on large volumes

of human-annotated data that typically are non-trivial to obtain.

Whereas the availability of finely labeled images and videos, for

which pixel and bounding-box labels are provided, is very lim-

ited, coarse labels are more often readily available. There are, for

instance, huge amounts of weakly labeled visual data that have

image-level labels. 

Multi-instance learning is a popular tool for exploring seman-

tic information in weakly labeled data. In MIL, instead of being

given the labels of each individual instance, the learner receives a

set of labeled bags (e.g., images), each typically containing a large

amount of instances (e.g., patches extracted from the images). MIL

algorithms can not only learn bag classifiers, but are also able to

infer the semantic label of instances. Some important progress has

been made in this aspect. However, MIL algorithms still have to

cope with challenges in both algorithm design and applications,

such as handling large-scale data efficiently and effectively. 

This special issue aims at presenting recent advancements in

both algorithmic and application-driven research related to multi-

instance learning. We have received 31 submissions and finally ac-

cepted 5 papers after a strict review process. Each submission has

been reviewed by at least two reviewers and has went through at

least two rounds of review. We hope the accepted papers to this

special issue will provide a useful reference to researchers who are

interested in the research of MIL algorithms or applications, espe-

cially in the field of pattern recognition and computer vision. 

2. Overview of accepted articles 

The accepted articles can be roughly divided into two cate-

gories: designing novel representations for MIL tasks (e.g., new

multi-instance dictionaries) and applications of MIL methods (e.g.,

weakly supervised object detection). 

The article “Diversified dictionaries for multi-instance learning”

by Qiao et al. proposes a new approach to reduce the instance-
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.patcog.2017.05.026 
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evel representations in MIL into bag-level representations such

hat single-instance classifiers can be readily applied to solve the

IL task. Class specific dictionaries are learned for each class, and

 novel diversity regularizer (based on the determinantal point

rocess) is enforced to promote diversity among the learned class

pecific dictionaries. 

Another article related to dictionary learning is “Multi-instance

ictionary learning via multivariate performance measure opti-

ization” by Wang et al., which proposes the POD (Performance-

ptimal multi-instance Dictionary) method to jointly learn dictio-

ary and classifier for MIL tasks. POD is designed in response to

he observation that different multivariate performance metrics re-

uire different optimal multi-instance dictionaries. The POD learn-

ng algorithm learns the metric-specific dictionary and classifier

ointly, which achieves higher performance metric than methods

hat learn the dictionary and the classifier in separate learning

teps. 

Xu et al. aims at reducing the computational complexity of MIL

ethods in “SALE: Self-adaptive LSH encoding for multi-instance

earning”. The proposed SALE representation is built on top of

he locality sensing hashing (LSH) and self-adaptive reconstruction,

hich not only makes SALE scale to large datasets but also helps

ALE focus on key information in the MIL bags. Experiments on

IL datasets with different sizes verify both the effectiveness and

he efficiency of SALE. 

The other two articles in this special issue present interesting

pplications of MIL in pattern recognition and computer vision. 

“Weakly supervised vehicle detection in satellite images via

ulti-instance discriminative learning” by Cao et al. presents a

ovel application of multi-instance learning. Satellite images often

ontain huge number of cars, hence training data for supervised

etectors (which require annotating every car in the training im-

ges) are very expensive to obtain. Cao et al. only ask a user to

nnotate whether a large region contains cars or not. This weakly

upervised setup is exactly a multi-instance learning task. The pro-

osed MIL-based framework has achieved state-of-the-art perfor-

ance in car detection in satellite images. 

The article “Deep patch learning for joint object classification

nd discovery” by Tang et al. is another application of MIL al-

orithms. By treating an image as a bag and image patches as

nstances, this article proposes an end-to-end weakly supervised

eep CNN framework for simultaneous image classification and ob-

ect discovery, and shows that these two tasks are complementary.

he CNN loss contains two terms: for classification and discov-

ry, respectively; and the discovery loss is formulated in the MIL

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.patcog.2017.05.026
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etup. With only bag/image labels available in the training phase,

he proposed weakly supervised/MIL object discovery method has

chieved state-of-the-art object discovery results. 
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